


New and Extra or di 11 a ry at S t eub e 77 

As you may know. Steuben now boasts a glorious new flagship store 

on Madison Avenue. It's been ext1·emely gratifying to see the excitement 

build around this new location which has exceeded our expectations by 

becoming the ideal showcase for Steuben's evolving new designs 

and the home of the new Corning Incorporated Galle1·y. 

This catalog is also filled with new and exceptional designs. 

Included are the Lion Hand Cooler. the Heritage Swinging Monkey. 

the Graceful Heron and Young Heron. the Noble Tiger, 

the Ruby-throated Hummingbird, a wonderful selection of 

graceful hand-formed vases, luminescent bowls. evocative sculptural 

forms, and a striking table all representing unique ways to 

celeb1·ate ext1·aordinary living. 

Whether it's a gift for yourself or another. whether it's to mark a 

special occasion 01· just to celebrate the moment. Steuben offers 

exciting choices conceived by the world's most talented designei-s. 

and bearing the signature of Steuben's incomparable quality. 

If you wish to place an order from this catalog, or for more information, 

please call our sales associates at 800 . 424 .4240, or visit us at another 

new location: our dynamic w eb site, steuben.com. 

We look forward to greeting you in person 

to celebrate all that's new and extraordinary at Steuben. 

011 the co1:e1; c ; H A < • 1·: I" c 1. 11 1·: H <> :x , see page 3. 



R U BY - THROATED H U MMI NG BIRD 

Eric Hilton 2000 
Height 8 J12" $12,000 OS44X 

Flying north over vast distances, these tiny jewels of nature herald 

the coming of spring. As they dart and dance, their opalescence 

flashes as the hummingbird gathers the sweet nectar of early 

blossoms. The unique fluttering movement of the w ings is captured 

in extraordinary detail by our master copper-wheel engravers. 

Truly an except ional gift for anyone who brings light 

and movement into your life. 

8 00 . 424 . 424 0 



RHINOCEROS 

HAND COOLER 

Lloyd Atkim 2000 
Height 2 314" $195 5539X 

Lloyd Atkins retired from Steuben with 

this charming rendition, a lasting 

testament to his remarkable talent 

for capturing the strength and nobility 

of all creatures great and small. 

P A I R 0 F H E R 0 N S (opposite) 

Taf Lebel Schaefer 2000 
Pair $2,000 8895X 

The Graceful Heron, a bird of good omen, is a symbol of ascension-

surmounting and rising above the storms of life. 

The sinuously fluid nature of glass is shown at its best as our 

heron stretches its head toward the morning sun. 

Our Young Heron stretches up and then sweeps its head low 

and to the side which gives this piece a wonderful sculptural feeling. 

Together with the Graceful Heron , the Young Heron creates a 

striking juxtaposition of form. The Young Heron makes an ideal gift 

for aspiring achievers determined to conquer life's obstacles. 

G R A C E F U L H E R 0 N (opposite left) 

Height 14 112" $1,200 8893X 

Y 0 U N G H E R 0 N (opposite right) 
Height 8 314" $900 8894X 

STEUBEN.COM 
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LION HAND COO LER 

Taf Lebel Schaefer 2000 

Height 2 314" $165 5540X 

The lion which represents Leo, 

the fifth sign of the Zodiac, Quly 23-

August 22) has long been a symbol of 

power, courage, wisdom and strength. 

Our proud and regal Lion Hand Cooler is a 
perfect way to express your admiration 

for a colleague, friend or loved one who 

epitomizes the traits you so admire. 

HERITAGE DRAGON 

Bernard X. Wolff 2000 

Length 7 112" $ 1,500 8860X 

N umbered and limited to an edition of 600. 

According to Chinese astrology, 2000 is the Year of the Dragon. 

Those born under this sign (in 1904, 1916, 1928, 1940, 1952, 1964, 
1976, 1988, or 2000) are honest, brave, intelligent, generous and 

soft-hearted. The dragon has been associated with heroes and kings, , 

and has often been adopted as the personal symbol of those whot 
stand for chivalry and purity Steuben's magnificent Heritage Dragon 

is a wonderful gift to bestow on your own knight in 

shining armor, or to show how you will always be ther to 
"slay the dragons" for her. "" 

/ 
f 

800.424.4240 



KANGAROO 

Taf Lebel Schaefer 1999 

Height JO 114" $1,400 each 8851X 

Our tall, graceful Kangaroo, with its rounded and glassy pouch, 

captures the essence of the Red Kangaroo, the most familiar of the 

kangaroo species. found only in Australia, Tasmania and New Guinea. 

This individually-crafted abstract sculpture depicts the kangaroo 

leaning forward just before it bounds off in its unique hopping 

motion, propelled by its powerful legs and counterbalanced by its 

strong tail. The amazing clarity of Steuben crystal is evident from the 

tip of its stretched-out tail to the top of its perked-up ears. 

STEUBEN.COM 
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HERITAGE SWINGING MONKEY 

Katherine De Sousa 2000 

Height 6 ll4" $800 8892X 

Numbered and limited to an edition of 500. 

The Heritage Swinging Monkey, a delightful mix of fun and mischief. 

was originally introduced in 1972 by abstract artist, Katherine De Sousa. 

Capturing the spirit of fun and adventure, this charming gift is 

guaranteed to bring a smile. 

800.424.4240 



NOBLE TIGER 

Taf Lebel Schaefer 2000 

Length 9" $2,250 1196X 

Marble and walnut base may be personalized at rm additional cost. 

Our reclining Noble Tiger symbolizes nobility, valor. speed and grace. 

This powerful, stylized tiger rests atop a marble and walnut base 

reflective of the stone and wood in its natural habitat. 

The Noble Tiger is the ideal gift for those who have 

successfully navigated the corporate jungle or 

are about to face new challenges. 

S TE U BEN. CO M 
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BUTTERFLY GARDEN 

Joel Smith & Timothy C. Angell 2000 

H eight 7 Il2" $ 1,350 J 195X 

Granite base may be pei-sonalized at an additional cost. 

Delicately engraved butterflies dance among graceful, 

flowing vines defining the entrance to a lovely garden path. 

The perfect gift for nature lovers and garden enthusiasts, 

Butt>tfl{ Garden is a wonderful reminder of a carefree summer's day, 

~~ when chasing butterflies is all that seems to matter. 

...... (r 

~~:~~' 
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800.424.4240 
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LOVES ME? 

David Dowler & Timothy C. Angell 1999 

Height 7114" $7,350 1193X 

Affairs of the heart, solved so simply by a tiny flower petal

this is the mystical promise of the humble daisy. Be it a first love or 

an enduring one, no one can pass a field of daisies without plucking 

a flower and putting "that" question to the fates. Two flowers, 

stand together as just below them, three petals gently float as if 

riding a soft summer breeze. Each exquisite detail is copper-wheel 

engraved by hand, resulting in a truly wondrous sculpture 

as magical as any love. 

STEUBEN.COM 
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ISLAND ORCHID 

Eric Hilton & Timothy C. Angell 1999 

Height JO 114" $10,000 0542X 

A magnificent crystal sculpture, hand-formed by master glassworkers 

into the shape of a flower petal, is the backdrop for an exquisite 

illustration of the rare orchid pophiopedilum bookeroi. The orchid, 

found o nly on the island of Borneo, is much sought after for its 

brilliantly colored flowers. But search no more-now you can own 

or bestow a pair of these rare flowers- preserved forever in the 

purest crystal by Steuben's master copper-wheel engravers. 

800.424.4240 
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FIRST BLOOMS 

David Dowler & Timothy C. Angell 2000 

Height 8" $10,000 0543X 

While April showers bring May flowers, Steuben's newest floral 

design brings the romance of spring's first blooming flowers, 

the crocus, into our homes. Combining floral beauty with the 

sprinkling of spring rains, this sculpture serves as a welcome 

reminder of the promise of spring. Hand-made, hand-polished 

and superbly copper-wheel engraved, First Blooms is a prismatic 

form of refracted light that makes an extraordinary gift any 

season of the year. 

STEUBEN.COM 
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EVENING IN THE PARK 

J oel Smith & Mei-edith Hamilton 2000 

Height 9 112" $2,500 1194X 

Black granite base may be personalized at an additional cost. 

Give your beloved the moon and the stars. This magnificent 

sculpture captures the essence of romantic evening strolls 
in the park. now and forever. 

~ T F T T R F. N . C: fl M 



CLEARLY LOVE 

David Dowler 2000 

Diameter 2 112" $225 8861X 

Gold plate ring 

There is certain to be love in 

your future when you present 

your special someone with our 

heart-adorned crystal ball. 

17 

BABY'S BLO C K 

Joel Smith 2000 
2" square $225 each 

8862X (A) through 8887X (Z) 
May be personalized at an additional cost. 

What better embodies the joy of child's play than the simple 
and timeless alphabet block? Baby's Block is available in every 

letter of the alphabet and is the perfect gift for any new mother 
(or mother-to-be). Personalized with the child's name and date of 
birth, this is sure to be a gift that is treasured for years to come. 

800.424.4240 
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AIR - TWIST CHAMPAGNE FLUTES 

Steuben Design Team 2000 

Height 7 112" $600 pair 8858X 

Limited quantity available. 

May be personalized at an additional cost. 

Experience the ringing musical sound of the finest crystal in the 

world. Celebrate the moment with a special toast for two using 

our beautiful hand-formed Air-Twist Champagne Flutes. Unlike almost 

any other luxury stem available, each Air-Twist Champagne Flute is 

hand-formed- one at a time--by our most accomplished 

glassmakers. Every stem, therefore, is an unparalleled work of art 

that is truly "one-of-a-kind." Presented in a beautiful, satin-lined 

gift box, they are an exceptional gift that will have a place of 

honor at every special occasion for years to come. 

Air-Twist Champagne Flutes ore available through Steuben stores and 
catalog orders only. 

Note: Air-Twist Champagne Flutes, Trumpet Martini Glosses, Baluster Wine 
Glosses and Water Goblets ore not available (or sole in, or shipment to, !he State 
of California. A recent study determined !hot some liquids stared in leaded crystal 
(or weeks, months or years con absorb varying amounts of lead. As a precaution, 

we recommend !hot our crystal stemware be used (or serving purposes only. 

STEUBEN.COM 
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TRUMPET MARTINI 

GLASS 

A Steuben Heritage Re-introduction 

Sidney Waugh 1935 

Height 5" $600 pair 8897X 

Originally introduced in 1935 as a 

champagne glass, this striking design is 

equally relevant to current fashion. 

With its graceful flared bowl, it is the 

perfect vessel for the ever-popular martini, 

the contemporary cosmopolitan, or another 

favorite libation. An exciting alternative for 

drinking your favorite champagne. 

This beautiful stem is hand-formed from 

three separate pieces of glass and features 

the unique sparkle of Steuben's signature 

air-trapped "teardrop" in its base. 

BALUSTER 

WINE GLASS AND 

WATER GOBLET 

A Steuben Heritage Re-introduction 

George Thompson 1940 

Available by special order only . 

Wine Glass Height 5" $300 each 2033X 

Water Goblet Height 6" $350 each 203JX 

The Baluster stemware, first introduced in 1940, 

has been one of Steuben's most sought-after 

designs. Each hand-formed stem is a visually 

rich illustration of master glassmaking 

techniques. Three separate pieces of glass 

are skillfully joined; the sensuously rounded 

stem and "teardrop" are created by a puff of 

air blown into the hot glass at precisely the 

right moment and captured in crystal forever. 

800.424.4240 
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MINT BOWL 

David Dowler 2000 

Diameter 6" $350 8888X 

Three hand-formed crystal scrolls provide the support fort ·s 

delicate bowl. With all the beauty expected of Steuben, this s1~le, 
elegant design is a delightful way to celebrate. \~. 

TRANQUILITY VASE 

Joel Smith 2000 
Height 10 314" $1,100 8890X 

TRANQUILITY BOWL 

Joel Smith 2000 

Diameter 13 112" $1,200 8889X 

The classic lines of these new additions to the Steuben collection 

exemplify traditional glassmaking techniques: each is entirely blown by 

hand and utterly dependent on the expert skill of the glassworkers. 

The graceful, flow ing curves and t hin, delicate quality of the forms 1'{}: /i 
make them the perfect showcase for an abundant bouquet of bloo 

and a colorful array of the season's fruitful bounty 

800.424.4240 
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ORBIT BOWL 

Joel Smith 1999 

Diameter 8 314 " $625 8849X 

The sparkling sphere of bubble glass, seemingly balanced on the 

edge of this delicately curved hand-blown bowl, suggests a starlit 

heavenly body spinning through space and time around a glimmering 

crystal planet. The wonderful spirit of movement captured in our 

Orbit Bowl is a tribute to the beautiful, fluid nature of glass. 

WOODLAND VASE 

Joel Smith & Timothy C. Angel/ 1999 

Height JO 314" $1,400 each 8856X 

The simple, flared form of this elegant hand-blown vase is delicately 

engraved with ferns that gently bend and curve, as if moving to 

the soft summer breeze that whispers through a cool forest. 

Delight in creating an indoor garden with flowers that complement 

the graceful shape and intricate pattern. 

STEUBEN.COM 
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P A S T 0 R A L E P E R G N E (opposite) 

David Dowler 2000 

H eight 22", diameter 20" at base $19,000 6279X 

Glass and bronze 

Numbered and limited to an edition of 5 

Special custom order-please allow 3 months for delivery. 

In "full bloom" with artfully arranged fiowers and candles, the Pastoral 
Epergne is a joyful presence as the centerpiece of any room design. 

The modern epergne is a complex object that possesses a "oneness," 

derived from its whimsical, yet unmistakable, logic. The arching, tree-like 

spires caress I 3 hand-blown crystal fiower vases, and are crowned with 

"seedcase" forms to hold a trio of tapers. The multicolored patinae on cast 

bronze framework complements the clarity and refractiveness of the 

crystal, resulting in a dramatic visual contrast of texture and color. 

C LASSI C VASE 

Peter Aldridge 1999 

Height 6 112" $500 8857X 

Interpreted in fiawless Steuben crystal, this glimmering vessel, 

with its transcendent lines and exquisite curves, takes its inspiration 

from classical Greek design. Its simple and elegant hand-formed 

shape makes it a cherished gift that w il l complement any decor. 

For a truly sparkling effect, fill our Classic Vase with a handful of 

jewel-toned anemones or other vividly colored fiowers. 

800.424.4240 
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STA IRWAY BOWL 

Peter A ldridge 1999 

Diameter 14 314" $10,000 0528X 

Stainless steel base 

Numbered and limited to an edition of 20. 

In an exciting contemporary interpretation, the design of the 

Stairway Bowl evolved from the artist's sculptural exploration of 

hand-made glass and precision-machined metal elements. 

These unique yet complementary materials create a visual tension 

that results from differences in weight and balance. 

STEUBEN . COM 
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RUNWAY VASE 

Peter A ldridge 1999 

Height 11 " $10,000 0529X 
Stainless steel base 

Numbered and limited to an edition of 20. 

A tour de force of skilled glassmaking yields t he incomparable 

brilliance of the perfect, hand-blown vessel, while the combination of 

glass and steel is an exercise in proportion that appears to defy 

gravity. An expertly machined steel key secured to the bottom of 

the glass vessel attaches it safely- but invisibly- to t he base. 

800 . 424.4240 
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MEDALLION CRYSTALS 

Glass and walnut base may be personalized at an additional cost. 

A brilliant emblem of clarity and quality, these beautiful medallions 

are the epitome of understated elegance. The silvery band that 

wraps the edge of these elegant glass forms acts as a crowning laurel, 

surrounding your heartfelt message. Perfect for multi-level awards 

programs or as a single recognition gift. 

M E D AL L I 0 N C R Y S TA L I I (left) 

Joel Smith 2000 

Height 6 114" $375 4140X 

M E D AL L I 0 N C RY S TA L I I I (center) 

David Dowler 1992 

Height 4 314" $260 4132X 

M E D AL L I 0 N C R Y S TA L I (right) 

Joel Smith 2000 

Height 7 314" $500 4141X 

STEUBEN.COM 



PERFE C T BALAN C E 

Eric Hilton 1999 

Height 4 314" $750 8850X 

Black granite base may be personalized at 

an additional cost. 

This remarkable geometric sculpture 

is a wonderful metaphor for our 

attempts to achieve balance and 

tranquility in life . 

29 

S CU LPT U RAL C L O C K 

J oel Smith 1999 

H eight 4 314" $650 8854X 

May be personalized at an additional cost. 

Created from the purest crystal, our 

magnificent Sculptural Clock adds an air of 

elegance to any room. A sweeping second 

hand moving around a luminescent face 

marks the passage of time fi lled with t he 

promise of celebrat ions to come. 

C ON C ENTRI C I T Y 

Eric Hilton 1999 

H eight 5" $750 8855X 

Black maple base may be personalized at an 

additional cost. 

Equally-spaced concentric circles are 

masterfully cut around a precisely-formed 

glass cone to create an incredibly 

hypnot ic prismatic effect. 

8 00 .424 . 424 0 
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STARLIGHT RUNNER TABLE 

Joel Smith 2000 

46"W x 12"Dx31112"H 6287X $12,500 
Glass and sapele pomele wood 

Numbered and limited to an edition of I 0 

Special custom order-please allow 3 months for delivery. 

A new and excit ing direction for Steuben.The Starlight Runner Table is 

the perfect complement to any room, establishing sparkling Steuben 

crystal as an elegant decorative element. 

This striking table combines the simplicit y of strong lines and curves 

executed in the beautifully rich texture of sapele pomele wood, 

with the transparency of pure crystal rectangles in which thousands 

of small, sparkling bubbles are captured in intricate patterns. 

Each of the panel-like legs is also inset with a glass runner: the top edge 

of which, is flush with the tabletop allowing light to permeate the glass. 

The two panel legs are connected with a gently curved stretcher that 

lends a grace to the total design w hen contrasted with the visual 

strength in the simple shapes and the thickness of both wood and glass. 
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About Steuben 

For nearly I 00 years, Steuben has been internationally 
recognized as the benchmark of excellence for fine crystal. 

Our unrivaled material, inspired designs, and superior 

craftsmanship are t he culmination of a unique melding of 

centuries-old glassmaking techniques with state-of-the-art 

technology. Our incomparable collection includes classic and 

contemporary bowls and vases, our signature animals, elegant 

ornamental designs, magnificent copper-wheel engraved works 

and extraordinary one-of-a-kind sculptures. We also offer 

exceptional customized corporate incentive programs and 
masterworks. 

As always, each piece of Steuben is hand-crafted to an 
unprecedented standard of quality that ensures its lasting value. 
Whether you are making a purchase for yoursel f, are an ardent 

collector, or are looking for the quintessential gift that will be 
cherished for a lifetime, the choice is clearly Steuben. 

For more information about Steuben, we invite you to visit us at 

steuben.com. 

Customer Service 

Steuben's commitment to excellence also means a commitment 

to providing exceptional customer service. Whether you are 

selecting a gift of Steuben for that special someone, or making an 
addition to your own collection, you are assured helpful, friendly 

assistance from Steuben's knowledgeable sales associates. 

To make your purchase even more personal and unique, where 
noted, you may arrange to have a name, date or heartfelt 

sentiment inscribed directly on the glass. For those designs which 

do not accommodate glass engraving, a custom-inscribed 

presentation base is an elegant alternative. Our sales associates 

can assist you with selecting the right base for your Steuben 
design. To further simplify your shopping, Steuben also offers gift 

certificates, rush shipments and overseas delivery 

(at an additional cost). 

For more information or to place an order; 
please call 800 . 424. 4240. 

STEUBEN.COM 






